Gurps Villains
gurps clasasic supers: super scum - warehouse 23 - begins with a b refers to the gurps basic set - e.g., p.
b102 means p. 102 of the gurps basic set, third edition. any ref- erence that begins with a su refers to gurps
supers. about the author comic books change villains more casually than most people change socks - every
month there's a new bad guy. but working up new villains for gurps da archive 2016 - imgreden - da archive
2016 amended jan 3 2017 this is a compilation of most of the pdf share threads and the rpg generals threads
from 2016. don't think of it as a library index, think of it as a street filled with bookstores and you have to talk
to each shopkeeper. a huge thank you to all contributors. gurps vampires - images1acookie - gurps
vampires 1 gurps vampires an alternate set of rules for vampires in a gurps game these are rules for a specific
class of vampires in a gurps game. they focus on only one “flavor” of these mythical creatures, particularly
those pertaining the more usual vampires found in bram stoker’s book or modern folklore. steve jackson
games - tdbd - about gurps steve jackson games is committed to full support of the gurps system. our
address is sj games, box 18957, austin, tx 78760. please include a self-addressed, ... the night have become
classic villains - and occasionally heroes. the "code" of the martial arts master, who acts only in self-defense or
in defense of the help- ... steve jackson - lusagi - devices, monsters, villains, or heroes. gurps spirits the
creatures of the other world are all around us. some were once alive. some were created by human
imagination. and some are completely inhuman but thirst for our souls. gurps spirits is a guide to the spirit
realm and its inhabitants. it includes a gurps steve jackson games - thetrove - an e23 sourcebook for
gurps ... imaginary animals and dream-spun villains share the common thread of movement. this collection will
suit any campaign world, from time travel to fantasy, from science fiction to mod-ern day horror investigations.
each creature is fully described steve jackson - lusagi - 8 gurps casey & andy evil’s domain fremont doesn’t
get all the mayhem to itself! there are, of course, villains in this world, and villains should possess evil lairs in
remote, exotic locations. and all evil lairs include one essential feature: air ducts. lots of air ducts. big enough
for people to crawl through, accessible gurps 4th edition creature catalogue - gurps.hardpoints - certain
"abilities" in gurps such as being unliving etc. the current version is relatively small but i hope to add new stuff
over time. for now, enjoy what is there. entries each intelligent monster is given a short fluff description but
details can usually filled in from the appropriate d&d source books. next, the racial template is given. gurps
4e - eberron web 090924 - lafs-welt.tumor-band - gurps eberron conversion is not intended to be an
exact translation of d&d 3.5 rules and terms to the gurps (fourth edition) system. although some of them have
been converted, this is only to keep the unique flair of eberron. rather, it's a reflection of eberron with gurps
rules. bestiary of spirits and in-betweeners an expansion for ... - in gurps voodoo. in addition, many
demons have other powers, which are listed in each individual description. when summoned and controlled,
their powers will be at the disposal of the summoner. demons can also possess humans and animals. a demon
uses his own stats, except for ht, while in a body. the possessed body's ht is used instead. compiled by
hunter johnson - warehouse 23 - compiled by hunter johnson written by alan atkinson, michel bélanger, jan
b. berends, kurt brown, jim cambias, ... see gurps villains for their ilk. this collection restricts itself to
mythological beasts, gothic horrors, demonic apparitions, and other bogeymen. some of the cryptozoo- the
natural encyclopedia - tesarta - the natural encyclopedia worldbook two of the high fantasy project a
campaign setting for gurps by kevin a. muñoz version 1.6 27 july 2009 in addition to offering original
creatures, this document contains entries converted from the world is stranger than you think imgreden - the world is stranger than you think by nigel d. findley edited by steve jackson and jeff koke
additional material by steve jackson and chris mccubbin illustrated by dan smith additional illustrations by john
kovalic, shea ryan and ruth thompson cartoons by alexis gilliland gurps system design by steve jackson alain
h. dawson, managing editor
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